We describe a semiempirical atomic basis extended Hückel theoretical ͑EHT͒ technique that can be used to calculate bulk band structure, surface density of states, electronic transmission, and interfacial chemistry of various materials within the same computational platform. We apply this method to study multiple technologically important systems, starting with carbon nanotubes and their interfaces and silicon-based heterostructures in our follow-up paper ͓D. Kienle et al., J. Appl. Phys. 100, 043715 ͑2006͒, following paper͔. We find that when it comes to quantum transport through interesting, complex heterostructures including gas molecules adsorbed on nanotubes, the Hückel band structure offers a fair and practical compromise between orthogonal tight-binding theories with limited transferability between environments under large distortion and density functional theories that are computationally quite expensive for the same purpose.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantitative electronic structure theories are essential to the understanding and design of materials and devices. It is now generally accepted that transport properties of nanoscale devices depend on both the intrinsic electronic structure of the active channel, as well as its interfacial properties with contacts and other scattering centers. A particular challenge in this respect is to incorporate both long and short range correlations within the same framework, such as the bulk band structure of periodic solids as well as the local chemical properties of clusters, surfaces, and interfaces. For instance, simulating scanning tunneling spectra ͑STS͒ of molecules on silicon substrates requires an accurate description of the silicon bulk band structure that quantitatively captures not just the band gap responsible for the onset of negative differential resistance 1 but also the multiple effective masses which determine the contact density of states and injection velocities and the strain parametrizations that capture atomic reconstruction and relaxation near the surface and their bonding with molecular components. 2 In addition, one needs to describe the electrostatics responsible for band bending in the silicon depletion layer, the molecular transport levels and their transmission under bias, and finally the electronic properties of the scanning tip and the intervening vacuum layer, all within the same formalism. It is no surprise therefore that under these circumstances, standard electronic structure techniques developed by quantum chemists for simulating molecules are usually incompatible with those developed by solid-state physicists for bulk band structure, making it important to develop a common formalism that addresses both domains of interest and also maintains a good compromise between computational accuracy and practicality.
While sophisticated methods exist for equilibrium geometry and band structure, comparable success has yet to be achieved for transport problems, partly because of the lack of universally accepted experimental standards, but mainly because quantum transport inherently involves solving a complicated nonequilibrium open boundary problem for which electronic structure theories are not benchmarked. A proper quantitative understanding of correlation effects in transport is still evolving and it is not yet clear if mean-field approaches that work at equilibrium are at all capable of handling the profusion of electronic excitations that often dominate in nanoscale conduction. 3, 4 Even aside from such correlation issues, one needs to worry about heterointerfaces, since current flow involves charge transport across two intrinsically different material systems-a multimoded contact consisting of a highly conductive material externally maintained at thermal equilibrium and a sparsely moded device region that is readily driven away from equilibrium and acts as the active transport channel.
In this paper, we employ a semiempirical approach to electronic structure that can be adopted for electronic conduction through complex hybrid systems by combining it with the nonequilibrium Green's function ͑NEGF͒ technique for quantum transport. Our theoretical parameters are tailored to salient features of the bulk band structure, while the employment of nonorthogonal basis sets resembling linear combinations of underlying atomic orbitals seems to make them fairly transferable to surfaces as well, as observed in the past. 5, 6 In addition, the presence of explicit basis sets opens up the possibility of "stitching" together disparate regions 7 by matching the interfacial Green's function, which is the only quantity through which the diverse regions communicate with each other quantum mechanically. The modularity of our approach also allows us to conveniently separate the problems of determining the optimized interfacial geometry and the interfacial transmission ͑we are ignoring currentinduced forces͒, the former depending on the total energy of the system while the latter depends only on a few relevant single-electron levels near the Fermi energy. In other words, given a particular atomistic configuration of the contactchannel-contact heterostructure, we seek to determine its transport properties by coupling our electronic structure approach with quantum transport using NEGF.
The outline of the paper is as follows. Section II explains the strengths of extended Hückel theory ͑EHT͒ over other traditional band structure methods. In Sec. III we briefly summarize the NEGF approach used to calculate density of states and transmission of CNTs; we then specify the model Hamiltonian and describe the details of EHT used to determine the band structure. The numerically calculated band structure data for nanotubes are then compared in Sec. IV with experimental scanning tunneling spectroscopy experiments along with other theoretical approaches. In Sec. V we investigate the changes in the dispersion of a semiconducting carbon nanotube ͑CNT͒ under large lateral deformations as well as with a CO molecular attachment to its surface that allows it to function as a molecular sensor. We summarize our work and discuss future extensions in the last section.
II. WHY THIS PARTICULAR METHOD?
A particular trade-off in any band structure theory is between flexibility and rigor. While empirical, orthogonal tightbinding ͑OTB͒ methods are quick and practical, they are benchmarked for specific geometries and are usually not very transferable to other environments involving significant structural deformations beyond a few percent. Tight-binding basis sets are commonly assumed to be both orthogonal and short ranged, 5 while atomic wave functions are not, meaning that OTB basis sets do not resemble eigenstates of an atomic Hamiltonian. Efforts at improving tight-binding theories involve going beyond nearest-neighbor techniques, using higher virtual orbital bases for increased completeness [8] [9] [10] and employing power laws for parameter transfer under small ͑ϳ1% -2%͒ strain.
11 Nevertheless these models are likely to miss important chemical details involving properties varying on an interatomic length scale, in particular, near deformed surfaces and interfaces where a drastic reconstruction of the atomic structure is expected. 5 At the other end of the spectrum are accurate, but computationally expensive, first-principles techniques developed by quantum chemists and solid-state physicists, such as configuration interaction ͑CI͒ and density functional theories ͑DFTs͒ in various atomic or plane wave basis sets or combinations thereof. Structural deformations are naturally captured by such total energy calculations by solving a one electron Schrödinger equation in a suitable self-consistent potential approximating the electron-electron interaction. [12] [13] [14] Such codes are typically based on rigorous variational theorems and are quantitatively quite accurate, at least for equilibrium properties. Their extension and practical implementation to transport beyond the linear response regime are continuously evolving [15] [16] [17] and a topic of current research. 18 Conceptually, it is not clear if any self-consistent potential approach can quantitatively describe the rich spectrum of many-body transitions that are often experimentally accessed in strongly correlated transport in weakly coupled systems. 3, 4 We aim for a practical compromise between these two limits by using a semiempirical technique motivated by extended Hückel calculations popular in the chemistry community. Such theories, widely used in the past to describe the equilibrium properties of isolated molecules, 19 have recently been applied to molecular conduction 20 and also extended to solids using transferable atomic-orbital ͑AO͒ basis sets for calculating the electronic structure of various compounds benchmarked with detailed DFT calculations within the local density approximation ͑LDA͒ or generalized gradient ͑GGA͒ approximation. 21 Given a geometry, one uses the explicit EHT basis functions to calculate a nonorthogonal overlap matrix S, which along with separately fitted onsite Hamiltonian matrix elements yields the corresponding off-diagonal hopping elements of the Hamiltonian. Within the standard Hückel prescription, structural changes are simply accounted for by recalculating the overlap and hopping elements but leaving the basis sets and onsite elements unchanged.
In the following, we apply this EHT parametrization scheme 21 by benchmarking it to a two-dimensional graphene sheet 22, 23 and extending it to obtain the band structure, density of states, and electronic transmission of carbon nanotubes ͑CNTs͒ of varying chiralities. We show that the same bulk-optimized EHT parameters ͑onsite energies and AObasis functions͒ are transferable to small diameter CNT band structures, capturing even curvature-induced band gap effects for larger than 1%-3% tube deformation, in quantitative agreement with STS data. Furthermore, surface chemical effects are examined through the study of nanotube based carbon monoxide sensors whose alteration of electronic structure upon molecular adsorption compares favorably with ab initio calculations of da Silva et al. 24 In our follow-up paper, 25 we will demonstrate a similar transferability between bulk silicon and various silicon surfaces and apply the EHT methodology to unreconstructed silicon nanowires. Taken together, the wide variety of these examples illustrates the range of transferability of EHT parameters, which we believe makes extended Hückel theory a useful practical tool for electronic structure and quantum transport.
III. APPROACH
Simulating conduction through a heterostructure involves combining suitable band structures for the channel and contact materials with self-consistent electrostatics and quantum transport. While the formulation of correlated transport is itself an active area of research, our aim here is to develop a minimal model that would capture quantum chemistry, surface physics, band structure, and electrostatic effects that are all crucial for different prominent aspects of nanoscale conduction. The ingredients needed for a proper simulation are the Hamiltonian and potential matrices describing the device band structure and electrostatics and the contact self-energies that effectively open up the system and allow us to add or remove charge under nonequilibrium conditions. The EHT prescription gives us a practical way to calculate these ingredient matrices for a given atomistic structure and then connect them with a nonequilibrium Green's function ͑NEGF͒ formulation of quantum transport, which we briefly summarize below. 26, 27 The retarded Green's function of the device is given by
where S and H describe the overlap and Hamiltonian matrices of the device unit cell calculated according to the Hückel prescription Eq. ͑5͒. The matrix elements ⌺ l,r are selfenergies that provide open boundary conditions to the device with the left and right semi-infinite contacts. The self-energy ⌺ = g † incorporates the coupling matrix describing the contact-device bonding, while g is the surface Green's function of the left/right contact calculated by means of a recursion technique. 28, 29 In a nonorthogonal tight-binding scheme, the density of states ͑DOS͒ is given by D͑E͒ = ͑i /2͒Tr͑AS͒, where A = i͑G − G † ͒ denotes the spectral function. Finally, in the phase-coherent limit, the zero-bias transmission through the unit cell reads
† ͒ are the broadening matrices which specify the time an electron resides within the device. In this paper, we will study infinite nanotubes so that the active device is just one CNT unit cell and the left and right contacts extend that cell to infinity in either direction.
The band structure of a nanotube with chirality ͑n , m͒ is calculated employing the nonorthogonal Slater-Koster scheme and solving for the generalized eigenvalue problem 30
where A i ͑k͒ denotes the eigenvector of the ith subband and k is a Bloch wave vector within the first Brillouin zone. The size of the overlap and Hamiltonian matrices are determined by the chosen basis set, i.e., the number of atoms within the unit cell multiplied by the number of orbitals per atom. In our case, using four sp orbitals per atom, the size of these matrices is 80ϫ 80 for an armchair ͑5,5͒ tube as sketched in Fig. 1 . The overlap and Hamilton matrices, S͑k͒ and H͑k͒, representing the structure in reciprocal space are calculated by
where i and j label atoms within the unit cell and mЈ is the unit cell index. The summation indices in H i,j ͑k͒ and S i,j ͑k͒ run over all atoms jЈ in unit cell mЈ which are equivalent to atom j in the reference unit cell m = 0. The real-space matrix elements H i0,j Ј m Ј and S i0,j Ј m Ј between an atom i in the reference unit cell and atom jЈ in cell mЈ are calculated by means of the extended Hückel prescription. Perhaps the most prominent difference between the empirical tight-binding and EHT principle is the use of an irreducible representation of the tight-binding Hamiltonian which is directly fitted to available band structure data without employing explicit basis sets. In EHT, however, one works directly with the orbital basis functions out of which the Hamiltonian elements are constructed using the Hückel principle. The diagonal elements ͑onsite energies E ͒ are benchmarked with experimental values of electronic "hardness," i.e., the difference between ionization potential and electron affinity. 19 The off-diagonal matrix elements are then determined directly from the prescription
where and label the atomic orbitals and S is the overlap matrix between the orbital basis function and , respectively. K EHT is an additional fitting parameter with a value of 1.75 commonly used for molecules and 2.3 for solids. 19, 21 In the case of the planar two-dimensional ͑2D͒ graphene sheet a good match is achieved for a value of K EHT = 2.8. 22 One important assumption within EHT is that the hopping matrix elements H , , depend linearly on the overlap matrix S alone. 19 EHT basis functions are usually Slater-type orbitals ͑STOs͒, ⌽ nlm = Nr n−1 e −r Y lm ͑⌰ , ͒, which have the correct asymptotic form at large distance r ͑ n, l, and m denote, respectively, the principle, azimuthal, and magnetic quantum numbers͒. The individual orbital wave functions ͉q͘ are then approximated by a linear combination of STOs, with coefficients and exponents ͕c i , i ͖ fitted for the individual basis functions to match band structure data. Since the basis sets are directly fitted to experimental or theoretical data, the resulting AOs are more localized than the free atomic wave functions, although they may still be regarded as long ranged compared to the usual TB Wannier-like description; we typically use a cutoff interatomic distance of R c = 9 Å for the interactions. The use of basis functions that are not too localized turns out to be a key issue for achieving a good transferability. 21 Admittedly, the use of a direction independent K EHT function is a drastic assumption that can be relaxed by making the constant orbital dependent, but we make the simplifying assumption that the orientation dependence arises principally from the corresponding overlap functionals.
The Hückel prescription Eq. ͑5͒ can be generalized to connect different chemical subsystems A and B. The problem is that each subsystem has its own parametrization that yields its own vacuum level relative to which electronic levels are calculated. For instance, the Fermi level of most metals is set to E F = −10 eV in the paper in Ref. 21 , which means that each dispersion curve needs to be individually shifted to bring its Fermi level up to the experimental value, through the transformation H → H + V c S for each subsystem. The correct alignment of the levels relative to each other becomes particularly important when studying compound systems such as metal-semiconductor junctions or molecular components attached on nanowires and nanotubes. We calculate the coupling matrix across such a hybrid junction between subsystems A and B using the Hückel principle Eq. ͑5͒ through the interpolation scheme
where V cA and V cB are the shifts needed to align the vacuum levels for subsystems A and B, respectively, and a similar scheme was suggested in Ref. 31 . It is worth noting that this approach provides a simple interpolation scheme that gives us the correct limiting values of the Hamiltonian for the two individual subsystems. Further work, however, clearly needs to be done to calibrate this interpolation scheme to specific interfacial properties such as measured charge transfer doping, Schottky barrier heights, or perhaps first-principles calculations of interfacial dipoles or chemisorption properties such as work function modification at surfaces.
IV. RESULTS: NANOTUBE BAND STRUCTURES
We begin by benchmarking our parameters with a twodimensional graphene sheet. Figure 2 shows the corresponding dispersion relation along the M → ⌫ → K → M path within the 2D Brillouin zone. The dashed line in Fig. 2 is the DFT-GGA calculation of the E-k dispersion, calculated using the SIESTA code, 22, 23 to which the EHT band structure is fitted ͑solid line͒ by adjusting the onsite Hamiltonian matrix elements H ii , the exponentials, and the expansion coefficients of the Slater-orbital basis functions. As atomiclike basis functions for each carbon atom we are using two basis sets: ͑i͒ sp 3 and ͑ii͒ sp 3 d 5 orbitals, each of which has been optimized to match the DFT-GGA band structure. The two parameter sets are given in Table I . In our calculation all atoms within a cutoff radius of 9 Å from the two nonequivalent atoms within a unit cell are included. Furthermore, we set the Fermi level of graphene to E F = 0.0 eV and K EHT is set to 2.8.
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Carbon nanotubes with chirality ͑n , m͒ are obtained by wrapping the two dimensional graphene sheet along specific circumference vectors C͑n , m͒ = na 1 + ma 2 . 33 Note that this approach, being truly atomistic, goes beyond the conventional zone-folding scheme. In the following, we will examine the transferability of the two EHT parameter sets ͑sp and spd͒ of graphene to band structures for small diameter nanotubes. In our calculation, we assume that structural variations of the CNT affect its hopping elements H ij only through the overlap matrix S ij ͓see Eq. ͑5͔͒. This assumption means that the redistribution of charge due to structural changes is discarded, so that the band structure is determined in a non-selfconsistent manner. For all tubes considered here, we include the coupling of nearest-neighbor unit cells which consist of two rings each in the case of armchair ͑n , n͒ tubes ͑transla-tion vector T 0 = 2.39 Å͒ and four rings for zigzag ͑n ,0͒ CNTs ͑T 0 = 4.32 Å͒. Figure 3 shows the band structure, transmission, and density of states ͑DOS͒ for a ͑5,5͒ armchair tube within a sp 3 -EHT model. The DOS shows typical features of a onedimensional system, with a constant value within an energy interval of ͓−1.5, 1.5͔ eV, and van Hove singularities ͑VHSs͒ at the onsets of higher subbands. The transmission per spin within the interval ͓−1.5, 1.5͔ eV is 2 indicating that two bands can in principle contribute to transport. Including spin, one should then observe a maximum linear response ͑zero bias͒ conductance of G =2G 0 with G 0 =2e 2 / h assuming no parasitic resistances posed by contact interfaces. Notably, curvature effects do not disrupt the band structure of armchair tubes, which stay metallic because the mirror symmetry is not broken upon wrapping the graphene sheet.
A. Metallic armchair tubes

B. Curvature effects on nonarmchair "semimetallic" tubes
Experimentally it is known that small diameter carbon nanotubes that are normally expected to be metallic by the m − n rule, 33 with ͑9,0͒ and ͑12,0͒ chiralities, for example, exhibit a curvature-induced gap than k B T Ϸ 25 meV ͑Ref. 34͒ at the Fermi energy. A simple -orbital tight-binding model [33] [34] [35] [36] commonly employed in CNT transport simulations usually does not account for this effect, but such s-p hybridizations might be important to include when considering CNTs as possible candidates for interconnects. For tubes with diameters d ഛ 1 nm, the structural deformation of the graphene sheet affects its electronic structure significantly enough that such an opening of a band gap can be induced. The opening arises due to a reduction of the overlap between the nearest-neighbor orbitals under deformation causing the Fermi wave vector k F to move away from the K point within the first Brillouin zone. 34, 37 The more complex sp 3 -and the sp 3 d 5 -EHT models we are using naturally account for these structural deformations ͑Figs. 4 and 5͒ through the structure-dependent overlap matrix S, see Eq. ͑5͒, yielding for our bulk graphene parameters a gap that actually compares quite well quantitatively in the case of a sp 3 model with experimental scanning tunneling spectra ͑see Table II͒ , whereas our sp 3 d 5 model shows a poorer quantitative match for these class of tubes.
C. Ultrasmall diameter tubes
For ultrasmall nanotube diameters, hybridization effects start to become dominant. Figure 6 shows that the ͑5,0͒ zigzag tube, semiconducting in a zone-folding method, is predicted by EHT to become metallic for the case of a sp-orbital model, since the valence and conduction bands cross at E F Ϸ 0.0 eV. On the other hand, the zigzag ͑6,0͒ tube moves the other way ͑Fig. 7͒, from being metallic in a zone-folding method to semiconducting in EHT with a band gap of Ϸ0.12 eV due to strong hybridization effects. DFT-GGA calculations, however, show that a ͑6,0͒ tube remains metallic due to rehybridization. 38, 39 Using in turn spd orbitals for carbon, our EHT model agrees with the DFT-GGA results for these small diameter tubes. While the accuracy of DFT for semiconducting band gaps is itself open to question, the contradictory result for the sp-orbital model could also imply that the inclusion of deformation effects through just the offdiagonal EHT Hamiltonian elements is no longer a valid assumption and the onsite energies themselves need to be recalculated self-consistently to include the effect of the electrostatics on the local atomic potentials.
For large deformations, a fully self-consistent calculation of the band structure might be necessary to describe the electronic structure properly. If the tube has a large curvature, the respective charge distributions inside and outside the tube become asymmetric 38 leading to the formation of dipoles. Due to the charge redistribution and the dipolar electric fields, the individual bands are shifted such that the ͑6,0͒ tube remains metallic in DFT-GGA. The processes of charge redistribution, dipole formation, and the floating of the bands, however, require a fully self-consistent band structure calculation that can be set up within the Poisson NEGF approach 16 but have not yet been incorporated within our present computational scheme. Note that this is not a shortcoming of the extended Hückel theory itself but arises instead from the importance of self-consistent electrostatic effects that have been discarded for simplicity in the band structure calculation. Table II compares the band gaps for the studied tubes both with respect to STS experiments as well as other theoretical calculations. Our results based on extended Hückel theory are in good agreement with more sophisticated DFT approaches and experiments, in fact, local density approximation ͑LDA͒ suffers from the well-known band gap problem that an EHT approach calibrated to graphene seems to bypass. This suggests that an EHT scheme, supplemented by self-consistent electrostatics, might be a good compromise between simple -orbital tightbinding theories and computationally expensive DFT methods, the practicality of the scheme being particularly important when modeling transport through large complex nanostructures.
V. NANOTUBES AS CHEMICAL SENSORS
While the previous examples test our EHT prescription for band structure calculations of bare CNTs, we now combine it with molecule chemistry. It has been suggested that the chemisorption of CO molecules could be enhanced by deforming the CNT, so that the regions of highest curvature have an enhanced chemical reactivity. 40 Based on a firstprinciples calculation within GGA, da Silva et al. have shown that a semiconducting ͑8,0͒ CNT can become metallic upon lateral deformation to an elliptical shape, but thereafter the semiconducting state can be recovered by attaching a CO molecule at the spot of highest curvature. 24 This seems to indicate that highly deformed CNTs are possible candidates for sensing CO molecules by means of a band gap variation and corresponding metal-insulator transition. We use the DFT calculations by da Silva et al. as a qualitative benchmark to explore the accuracy of EHT for electronic structure in the presence of a periodic array of CO molecules, of which one unit cell is shown in Fig. 8 . Our starting point is the band structure of an undeformed semiconducting ͑8,0͒ tube using spd-EHT parameters optimized for 2D graphene with the Fermi level set at E F = −13 eV. 22 The transferability of the sp-as well as the spd-orbital EHT parameters has been discussed in the previous section. Setting our vacuum level as the zero energy reference, we shift the CNT Fermi energy by V c = + 8.5 eV towards the experimental Fermi level of 2D graphene, i.e., E F = −4.5 eV, employing the modified Hückel prescription, see Eq. ͑6͒. Following Ref. 24 we deform the tube perpendicular to its axis so that the minor axis is 30% of the original tube radius of R t = 6.3 Å, cf. Fig. 8 . To ensure that our strongly deformed structure really corresponds to the local minimum of the total energy, we optimize the deformed tube unit cell by means of GAUSSIAN 03 ͑Ref. 41͒ using the spin unrestricted LDA approach within the Slater-Vosko-Wilk-Nusair ͑SVWN͒ approximation. During the optimization we froze two row atoms along the opposite extremes of the minor axis, while edge effects were eliminated from the optimized structure by employing periodic boundary conditions within GAUSSIAN 03 for structure optimization, with a translation vector of 4.32 Å along the tube axis. We note that compared to that of da Silva et al. 24 our system being optimized consists of only one unit cell of a ͑8,0͒ tube instead of two. Since the EHT levels are correct up to an overall shift, we start by aligning the levels of the CO molecule and the CNT. The highest occupied molecular orbital ͑HOMO͒ of CO, calculated within GAUSSIAN 03 using the Becke 3 parameter exchange with Perdew-Wang 91 correlation ͑B3PW91͒ with 6-31G͑d͒ basis sets is E H = −10.14 eV relative to vacuum. The corresponding value in our EHT parametrization is E H = −14.09 eV, so that we need an overall shift V c,CO = + 3.95 eV. After this shift is executed, the CO molecule is attached to the tube at the point where its curvature is highest. According to Ref. 24 the most favorable location to place the CO molecule is above the center of a hexagon, as shown in Fig. 8 . Since we are only interested in the effect of one single CO molecule on the tube dispersion, we need to avoid any overlap between neighboring CO molecules. This is accomplished by using two CNT ͑8,0͒ unit cells and attaching only one CO molecule. The effective periodicity of the system is then 8.64 Å, large enough that the neighboring CO molecular basis functions do not overlap. Figure 9 shows the dispersion and Fig. 10 the respective DOS and transmission per spin for the combined CNTmolecular system. The original band gap E G = 1.1 eV of the undeformed tube ͑left͒ shrinks down to E G Ϸ 30 meV upon the 30% lateral deformation, so that the tube becomes effectively metallic at room temperature ͑center͒. Attachment of the CO molecule on the deformed CNT ͑right͒ makes the tube semiconducting once again, with a band gap of E G Ϸ 100 meV, much less than that of the undeformed tube, but noticeably larger than thermal energies at room temperature. Our results agree qualitatively with those of da Silva and co-workers, 24, 40 even though there are quantitative differences: the initial band gap of the undeformed tube is 0.66 eV and becomes completely closed after lateral deformation, so that the tube becomes truly metallic. The recovered band gap upon CO attachment is with Ϸ200 meV, of similar order as in our case with 100 meV. The largest source of disagreement is the band gap of the undeformed CNT; given that DFT-LDA/GGA calculations used to underestimate band gaps ͑see Table II͒ and are hence often questionable, a quantitative resolution of this discrepancy may need experimental attention.
Note that the present calculations are all non-selfconsistent, ignoring effects due to the rearrangement of charges during tube deformation, as well as those arising from charge transfer between the molecular species and the nanotube, while a proper self-consistent calculation as discussed in the last section is needed to do quantitative justice to this problem. Nonetheless, the EHT parameters seem to be quite transferable between band structure as well as surface chemistry, in particular for strongly deformed structures without the need for any reparametrization. This makes EHT a good compromise between accuracy and practicality. In our follow-up paper, 25 we will demonstrate the applicability of EHT to modeling silicon, including its transferability between bulk and multiple surface band structures of reconstructed silicon surfaces and also for nanowires. Applying this approach has allowed us to quantitatively explain and in some cases even predict interesting experimental results involving molecular conductors on silicon. 
VI. FUTURE WORK
For transport calculations, we often need a minimal model that can do justice to band structure, electrostatic, as well as bonding chemistry. This becomes particularly important if one wants to deal with strongly deformed structures, interfaces, or combinations thereof including molecules. We have shown that extended Hückel theory provides a good practical compromise to capture various aspects of band structure and chemistry. The two attributes that make this semiempirical approach especially useful are the presence of explicit basis sets and nonorthogonality. To make this chemists' approach to band structure of further use, it may be preferable to work with a self-consistent complete neglect of differential overlap ͑CNDO͒ approach to bring in differential Coulomb costs into the picture. For many nanoscale structures such as nanotubes and nanowires, perhaps even interfacing with smaller molecules, we believe that a semiempirical approach combining band structure and chemistry is essential, given that typical tightbinding theories are not transferable beyond small deformations while DFT theories are computationally quite prohibitive. The latter becomes even more difficult to implement when we want to move from equilibrium electronic structure to more complicated nonequilibrium transport problems. It is generally acknowledged that much of the conducting properties of nanostructures are dominated by their interfaces and contacts. It is in this complicated domain that we believe the real strength of a nonorthogonal theory with explicit basis sets such as EHT or CNDO is likely to manifest itself.
